
Rubber Band Story And Other Poker Tales By
Tommy Angelo

Poker is a game that has captured the hearts of millions around the world. It's a
game of strategy, skill, and sometimes luck. It has also become the subject of
many captivating stories, shared by both amateur and professional players alike.
In this article, we will delve into the fascinating world of poker and explore the
stories told by one of its most renowned players, Tommy Angelo.

Tommy Angelo: A Poker Legend

Tommy Angelo is not your average poker player. He has spent decades
mastering the intricacies of the game, both as a player and a coach. His expertise
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has made him a sought-after authority in the poker community. However, what
truly sets Angelo apart is his ability to spin tales that captivate his audience.
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The Rubber Band Story

One of Angelo's most famous poker tales is the Rubber Band Story. It's a story
about the power of observation and how it can be applied to gain an advantage in
the game. Angelo recounts a time when he noticed his opponent, a high-stakes
player, frequently using a rubber band to hold his cards together. He observed
that the player would stretch the rubber band when he had a strong hand and
keep it tight when he had a weaker hand. This small detail allowed Angelo to
make better-informed decisions, which ultimately led to his victory in the game.

The Importance of Observation

Angelo's Rubber Band Story serves as a reminder of the importance of
observation in poker. Poker is not just about the cards; it's about paying attention
to your opponents and picking up on subtle cues that can give you an edge. By
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studying the behavior and body language of your opponents, you can gain
valuable insights into their playing style and make more informed decisions.

The Psychology of Poker

Poker is a game that involves both skill and psychology. Understanding the
psychology behind your opponents' actions can give you a significant advantage
at the poker table. Tommy Angelo is a master at deciphering the psychological
motivations of his opponents and using that knowledge to his advantage. In his
tales, Angelo shares how he exploited the weaknesses and insecurities of his
adversaries to secure victory.

Other Poker Tales By Tommy Angelo

Apart from the Rubber Band Story, Tommy Angelo has a plethora of other
captivating poker tales. These stories are a testament to the unique experiences
that poker players across the globe encounter. From high-stakes games in
glamorous casinos to intense battles in underground poker rooms, Angelo's tales
give us a glimpse into the thrilling world of professional poker.

The Tale of the Bluff that Backfired

In one of his stories, Angelo recounts a time when he attempted an audacious
bluff against a seasoned opponent. He believed that his opponent had a weak
hand and decided to make a bold move. However, his opponent saw through his
bluff and called his bet, resulting in a devastating loss for Angelo. This tale
highlights the risks involved in poker and reminds us that even the best players
can make mistakes.

The Marathon Poker Session

Another fascinating tale shared by Angelo revolves around a grueling poker
session that lasted for more than 24 hours. He describes the mental and physical



challenges he faced during the marathon game and how he managed to stay
focused and maintain his edge. This story exemplifies the determination and
resilience required to succeed in the world of professional poker.

Tommy Angelo's poker tales offer a unique and captivating insight into the game
of poker. Through his stories, he demonstrates the importance of observation,
psychology, and resilience in winning at the poker table. Whether you are a
seasoned player or a poker enthusiast, Angelo's tales will leave you entertained
and inspired.
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A Rubber Band Story and Other Poker Tales collects the best poker articles by
Tommy Angelo from 2001 to 2010, and showcases them with eighteen new s and
afterwords. Here you'll find poker war stories from his years as a pro, poker
fiction, ruminations on poker rules, and more – including a strong selection of
articles on tilt, the author's signature topic. The new commentaries, found only in
this volume, take you behind the curtain on Angelo's history and writing process.
New readers will appreciate the humor and fresh perspective on poker, and
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existing fans will enjoy the exclusive commentaries as well as having a
convenient collection of Angelo's most popular material.

Tommy's website is tommyangelo.com.
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